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Welcome to the thirty third edition of the Forest Witch Magical Monthly.

Thank you for signing up to receive magical

tips and updates on new products and specials. A warm welcome to our newest members! Feel free to forward this to
your friends and encourage them to join the mailing list. For suggestions on topics you'd like to see in upcoming issues,
please write to DianeWing@forestwitch.com.
Put Forest Witch on your safe sender's list or address book to ensure you receive your magical monthly newsletter!

Join my community and
get
instant access to my
eCourse
"The Role of Magick
in Modern Society"

Quote of the month:

Magical Tip:

"Be impeccable with your word. Through the word you express your creative
power. It is through the word that you manifest everything. Regardless of what
language you speak, your intent manifests through the word. What you dream,
what you feel, and what you really are, will all be manifested through the word."
                     
        - Don Miguel Ruiz, The Four Agreements

"After a ritual, once the bowl and any other implements are cool, they should be washed and left to dry
naturally, if possible in sunlight. Bury any burned herbs and crumble your used smudge stick or dispose
of them in a bio-degradable brown paper bag. To cleanse a partly used smudge stick, surround it with
a circle of salt and sprinkle the circle with sacred water rather than applying water to the stick."
        
                                                    - Cassandra Eason, Smudging & Incense Burning

Magical Events for May:

Gemstone of the Month:   Emerald

May 1 - Beltane/May Day
May 1 - PA May Faire, Reading, PA; May 1 & 2
May 4 - Discovering your Life Purpose, Wing Academy, 3 pm EDT
May 5 - Cinco de Mayo
May 8 - Mother's Day
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Emerald is a stone of love, abundance, growth, mental powers protection,
psychism, and wealth. It is connected to the heart chakra and so can help
soothe the emotional body, bring about emotional healing and open the
heart to bring about universal blessings. This stone brings with it love and
compassion.
Emeralds are associated with the element of Water. They bring hope, encouragement,
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May 15 - MUM Spring Expo, Allentown, PA; May 15 & 16

and abundance. It can be worn to strengthen memory, to increase psychic awareness, and
for protection. Emeralds were bestowed upon those believed to be possessed to exorcise
the evil within them. According to ancient magicians, it's power for magical operations is
enhanced by putting it in a setting of copper or silver.
Emeralds can be used in business spells and rituals to promote sales and to increase brand
recognition.   It stimulates wealth and abundance. Emeralds assists in creating wealth by
removing negative thoughts and feelings of unworthiness.

May 19 - Shavu'ot
May 20 - Sun enters Gemini
May 22 - KarmaFest, Baltimore, MD; May 22 & 23

Coven, One Page Wisdom, and Insights Stones are now available at

May 27 - Full Moon (Flower Moon)
May 31 - Memorial Day

Celtic Myth & Moonlight
641 Penn Avenue, West Reading, PA 19611; 610-685-2307; www.celticmythmoon.com
Forest Witch Commentary:
Embrace the Darkness
Love is great. Love is good. However, it is not the only beneficial vibration in the universe. It serves to
raise the vibration of the planet, to procreate, to inspire beautiful art, poetry, and literature. Yet the
dark side serves us as well, and we need to embrace it to survive.

The classes you want from the comfort of your own home!
Tuesday, May 4, 3 pm EDT

Discovering Your Life Purpose
Discovering your life purpose gives meaning to everything you do and allows you
to fulfill your karmic destiny. In this 1 hour class, you'll learn ways to uncover
your purpose, and how the divine expression of your purpose in high service to
others fulfills karmic responsibilities. Diane will take you through an exercise that
will result in your life purpose statement.   
Only $25 for this 60-minute teleclass

Registration is quick and easy! Sign-up today at
http://www.forestwitch.com/DailyOmClasses.php

Wednesday, May 12, 12:30 pm EDT

Psychic Self Defense

The dark side of humanity need not be evil; it is a source of power just as love is. The dark force
energies allow us to defend, to avoid negativity, to prevent injustice, and to remove energies that do
not serve us on our path. Love can create brightness and the dark forces can create personal power
that when embraced, acknowledged, and honed, can show us the way to stand up for what we believe
and to come more fully into ourselves.
The shadow side of the self must be recognized and mastered so that we cultivate balanced energies
within ourselves. When love is deep and someone attacks a loved one, the dark force surfaces to
defend that loved one. Without the dark force, there is no defense, there is no surge of power, and
there is motivation to fight against harm and win. Loves energies have a protective component that
can only be [seen] using dark force energy.
Seek to understand both sides. There is no Yin without Yang, no feminine without masculine, no light
without the dark. There is a time for expansive joy (Jupiter) and a time for laser focus to serious
purpose (Saturn).    Learn the energies that exist and understand your connection to each. For we all
have all energies within us, it is simply a matter of degree. This is not a departure from Spirit, for Spirit
is comprised of both light and dark. There is no separation, only shades of gray.
Find your center. Sometimes it is in the brightest light and sometimes its place is in the deepest
darkness of the soul. To descend into this realm affords the opportunity to make shifts not possible
when using the light alone. Light burns away certain energies needed to dive into the deep waters as
opposed to simply soaring into the sky.

The universe displays a black matrix with spots of light. Even love has its dark side, such as jealousy or
We are exposed to a constant stream of energies; some are positive and others hatred, while darkness has its light by way of defending and protecting. Everything is a blend. Nothing
are negative or unwanted. Some come from people directing ill will towards us, is pure. We are a mixture of all energies. This gives us depth and the ability to create in a multitude of
some comes from exposure to certain environments where terrible things
ways. Know your boundaries.
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happened. This course will teach you ways to avoid these unwanted energies and
Consider the dark energies of suffering, anger, and frustration. Within these dark energies awaits
how to protect yourself.
powerful knowledge of the self. These conditions provide the impetus for personal development and
Only $25 for this 60-minute teleclass!
self-improvement. They motivate one to action that overcomes these conditions. The darkness in this
case serves as a catalyst for growth. The darkness is only detrimental when you choose to stay within
it and not strive for the glimmer of light that waits on the other side. Do not grieve for what is gone,
Registration is quick and easy! Sign-up today at
do not focus on limitation, and do not dwell in resistance to change. Rather, reinvent, reestablish,
http://www.forestwitch.com/new/DailyOmClasses.php
overcome, and open to new possibilities. Flow with change, see the potential, and release the blocks
that prevent you from moving forward.

May Deal Spotlight
Path to Enlightenment Package - $300 (save $140) a $440 value!
Be supported on your path to enlightenment with powerful tools, readings,
and revelations that are included in this value-packed assortment.

Define what love means to you. For some it means possessiveness, control, vulnerability, and loss all
stemming from the vibration of fear. Fear that creates these behaviors in the name of love includes
fear of change, fear of the unknown, fear of the future, fear of loss, fear of abandonment, fear of death,
fear of failure, fear of losing control, and fear of pain. The darkness that blocks the light of love serves
to hinder, repel, and destroy. For those who define love as unconditional acceptance and caring, there
is a marked absence of fear and an abundance of self-respect, self-love, and trust. Included in this
energy is the ability to remove energies that are not for the highest good. Even in love, it is unhealthy
to open yourself and repeatedly accept detrimental energies from another with no hope of
improvement.

- Five 15-minute tarot readings ($200 value) save $40

Now define darkness. It has a heavier energy there to keep us still and force us to accept responsibility
for our actions. By accepting the darkness, we do not expect others to tolerate every decision or
behavior we have that may harm them or hold them back. The darkness helps us to reject that which is
not appropriate to our well-being and serves to show us where we need development. Be aware of
how you use the dark forces and understand that whether the energy derives from love or darkness,
both have the power to harm and both have the power to heal.                   

-   Two teleclasses of your choice (up to $80) - save $25

- Diane Wing, 2010

- Copy of Insight Stones ($35 value)
-   One Personal Insight Stones Analysis by e-mail ($50) save $50
- One Numerology Analysis (3 names or combinations - $75 value) save $25

-Excerpt from the book "The True Nature of Energy: Discernment of the Universal Self" by Diane Wing

Featured Product:   Forest

Witch Gift Certificates

Get the information you need and take back control of your life!
- A private reading gives you insight into the energies surrounding you and the vibrations that

When you're not quite sure what impact your life. Imagine having the information you need to make the most of your life. Diane
Wing is available for private sessions by phone or groups in-person (Southeastern PA & surrounding
to give...
These gift certificates can be
used to purchase any products
or services offered by Forest
Witch. Available in
denominations of $25, $50,
$75, and $100. Each certificate
is customized with your special
message.
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areas)
"Hi Diane, I just wanted to take a minute and tell you how delighted I was to meet you at the
Expo this past Sunday. My sister and I both received a tarot reading from you and were both
impressed with your abilities. Pretty much I had given up on finding anyone with actual
ability.... until this past Sunday when I met you."  
                                              - Jennifer Vanderslice, PA
Contact Diane at DianeWing@forestwitch.com or call 215-379-2972 to schedule your personal
exploration into your life purpose, relationships, work, and transformational opportunities.
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3 ways to earn FREE readings and discounts. 1. Refer a friend and get 20% off your session when
they schedule their appointment and mention your name. 2. Get 5 readings within a 12-month
period and get a FREE reading that is the average of your 5 paid sessions.   3. Have a gathering with
5 or more friends and the hostess gets a FREE 30-minute reading ($75 value)!
Arachne's Alchemy: This section of the newsletter is dedicated to transformation.   Your questions are always welcome and can be emailed to me at DianeWing@forestwitch.com to get
a direct reply. Self-awareness is transformative. As we experience the world, we get in tune with who we are. Our actions, reactions, thoughts, and feelings in any situation reveal our
nature and the challenges that we face as we learn and grow. When faced with a challenge, do you persist or give up? When it's time for change do you adjust or resist? The four
elements of Earth, Air, Fire, and Water can be used as a pathway for self-discovery. Earth is the element of the physical and material world, showing us the way toward dependability,
stability, abundance, practicality, and wisdom. Air is the element of mentality, where the rulers are the intellect and the rational mind. It is the realm of thought, movement, and
change. It prompts us to learn and understand ourselves and the world around us. Fire is the element of purification and transformation. It bolsters our will to gain self-control and selfdiscipline. It burns away that which is outmoded and motivates us toward enlightenment. Water is the element of emotions, psychic ability, dreams, and intuition. It is an inspirational
force that causes us to reflect, ponder, and create. The element of Water is necessary for survival. The fluid nature of Water encourages us to accept diversity and open to new
experiences. As you move through your day, keep this elemental guidance with you and strive to attain self-mastery as a result of the lessons held within them.    Blessings, Diane Wing
a.k.a. Arachne
2010 Diane Wing, all rights reserved
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